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Abstract: The activity of commuting to and from a place of work aects not only those travelling but alsowider
society through their contribution to congestion and pollution. It is desirable to have a means of simulating
commuting in order to allow organisations to predict the eects of changes to working patterns and locations
and inform decision making. In this paper we outline an agent-based soware framework that combines real-
world data frommultiple sources to simulate the actions of commuters. We demonstrate the framework using
data suppliedby an employer based in theCity of EdinburghUK.Wedemonstrate that theBDI-inspireddecision
making frameworkused is capableof forecasting the transportationmodes tobeused. Finallywepresenta case
study, demonstrating the use of the framework to predict the impact of moving sta within the organisation to
a new work site.
Keywords: Transport Mode Choice,Transport Network,BDI Agent
Introduction and Motivation
1.1 Over 11million people commute daily within the United Kingdom (DFT 2016), accounting for 15%of all journeys
made (ONS 2011). Employing organisations are faced with the need to take into account the impact of com-
muting activities of their sta and ultimately reduce their impact. There is a range of actions that employers
can take, but determining the most eective action, especially if budgets and time are constrained, is a major
diiculty. In this paper we propose ameans ofmodelling and simulating commuter activities that will highlight
the eects of actions, guiding an employer towards adopting those measures that are most likely to result in a
meaningful improvement.
1.2 Employers can play an important role in decreasing the costs of commuting by adopting commuting trip reduc-
tion programmes (Litmann 2003), e.g. measures could include subsidising public transport, providing facilities
for cyclists or promoting car-pooling. The interest of employers in improving commuting conditions may stem
from the need to improve productivity (e.g. ensuring that employees reach work punctually and safely) or to
make thework environmentmoreattractive (promotinghealthy lifestyles). Manyorganizations regard reducing
environmental impact as part of their corporate and social responsibilities and so support sustainablemobility
choices. Employers face amajor challenge, in that oen limited resources are available to pay for changes thus
constraining the options available.
1.3 It is desirable for organisations tobe able topredict the likelymodes of travel usedby commuters, this allows an
organisation to quantify the eect that the commuting activities of its workforce has on the environment and
community. The ability to predict is useful when an organisation is considering changes in working practices,
such as opening new places of work or moving substantial numbers of workers between sites and needs to
predict the eects of such moves.
1.4 In this paper we seek to answer the research question; to what extent can multi-agent technologies combined
with access to multiple data sources provide the basis for a framework to model and predict the actions of com-
muters?Weseek to answer this questionbydesigning a soware agent framework that can simulate the actions
of commuters, andvalidating it usinga case studyaroundcommuting for auniversityworkforceandpredictions
for theeectsof apossible sitemove. Theaimof the framework is toprovideameansof combiningdata sources
(workforce data, geospatial data and transport network data) with means of prediction.
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RelatedWork
2.1 Previous studies that look at employer-led travel demand management (TDM) programs find that they can
change commuter behaviour to a degree, but they oen require financial investment to provide additional in-
centives suchas freeparkinganddiscounted tickets forpublic transport. For example, (Cairns et al. 2010) review
20 case studies of UK employers that have implemented a TDM program, and find that commuter behavioural
change can be achieved, but it will require the employers to provide facilities such as free parking and travel
information display. Similarly, (Meyer 1999) review various employer TDM programs in the U.S. in the last 20
years, and conclude that some incentives or disincentivesmust be present to encourage commuters to change
their behaviour. Moreover, even with incentives, changing commuter behaviour can be hard if they are already
heavily reliant on cars. One of the major issues surrounding the simulation of commuters is the gathering of
data concerning patterns of commuting, (McNeill et al. 2017) attempt to reconstruct commuting patterns by
analysing Twitter data, attempting to establish home and work locations for individuals. Some countries, such
as the Netherlands (CBS 2018), have collected such data at a national level through mass surveys. Within the
United Kingdom, theNational Census taken every 10 years records information regarding, home andwork loca-
tions and the means of travel between them. Visualisations of commuting patterns (based on the 2011 census)
may be viewed online at (DataShine 2011). Because of the low frequency of the census the commuting data is
not generally timely enough to be used in work such as this.
2.2 A way to reduce commute time and travel demand without incurring additional cost to the employer is by pro-
viding the workers with more flexible work hours or work locations. (Sundo & Fujii 2005) study the eect of a
compressed working week (shortened working week with extended daily work times) on the activity-time pat-
terns of employees of the University of the Philippines. They found the two-hour increases in the compressed
working week workday substantially changes commuters’ activity and travel patterns. During the compressed
working week, commuters reduced household activities, sleeping time, and pre-work preparation time. Their
commuting time is also reduced significantly due to changes in departure times. (Ge & Polhill 2016) show that
under certain conditions, flexible work schedules are more eective in reducing commute time and commute
time variability than building new transport infrastructure. Multiple studies shows that flexible work sched-
ules which allow commuters to avoid travelling at peak times can significantly reduce congestion and average
commute time (Komma & Srinivasan 2008; He 2013; Zhang et al. 2005). Finally, (Ge et al. 2018) shows that giv-
ing workers more flexibility in their work locations could reduce commute time and commute patterns under
certain social environments and corporate cultures, but could also lead to unintended consequences in others.
2.3 The eectiveness of employer-led TDM programs depends highly on the type and nature of the organization in
which the program is implemented and the existing transport infrastructure. For example, (Aoun et al. 2013)
looks at The American University of Beirut (AUB) located in the city centre of Beirut, Lebanon, which has a
markedly dierent TDM program than the campuses from most developed countries. Because of Beirut’s in-
suicient public transport and ineective law enforcement, and the relatively wealthy population and thus
higher car ownership on campus compared with the rest of the country, standard strategies used in the de-
veloped world such as subsidized public transport, and restricted or priced parking are considered unsuitable
there. As a result, the authors conclude that campus transport services do not always have to rely on existing
public transport services. Rather, they proposed that a dynamic taxi-sharing scheme could be amore eective
solution in that case. (Van Malderen et al. 2012) look at TDM programs of companies in Belgium and find that
the eect of a program diers by the size and location of the employer. For example, the promotion of bicycles
suits small workplaces best, whereas the promotion of public transport suits large companies located in city
centres best.
2.4 This paper introduces a framework which is designed to address a number of shortcomings in literature. The
framework will be capable of accepting travel data (e.g. journey times, costs and pollution estimations) from a
variety of sources. It will be capable of being easily expanded to incorporate data sets that may become avail-
able in the future. By utilising a multi-agent system it will be possible to modify agents (e.g. the commuters or
data sources) to take account of new policies and incorporate them into the solution.
The Commuting Problem
Edinburgh Napier University Data
3.1 In this paper we use Edinburgh Napier University (ENU) as a case study. At the time of the study (2017) the
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University employs just under 1500 sta located at three campuses across the City of Edinburgh, Scotland. We
consider University employees rather than students; employees are likely to represent a more generalised in-
stance of a commuter compared to students.
3.2 In order to utilise the University as a case study the authors have access to two datasets, firstly the results of
an annual travel survey conveying the existing commuting habits, and secondly an anonimized dataset derived
from employee records that contains home and work postcodes for each University employee. The postcode
dataset may be used to specify problems in terms of the numbers of employees that need to move between
home and work. The travel survey data may be used to validate the results of any predictions carried out.
3.3 The travel survey questionnaire was not designed for this project, but gives some insight into the nature of
the problem from the perspective of individual commuters. The survey contained responses from 728 sta
members from a total of 1494 eligible contributors. An indication of the transport modal split of commuters
within the survey is presented in Figure 7. We note from this that over 50 % of journeys are car based, with the
secondmost popular form of transport being bus/tram.
3.4 The survey resultswere thendivided into the threeworkplaces (Merchiston, Craiglockart andSighthill) atwhich
the University employs sta.




Campus (Work location) Postcode (Home location)
3.6 It should be noted that the travel distance question was answered directly by the user, as a numerical value, and
hence should be considered as perceived distance. UK postcodes comprise twomain sections the outward code
andan inwardcode, e.g.thecodeEH105DThasanoutwardcodeofEH10andan inwardcodeof5DT.Theoutward
code specifies a district (10) within the City of Edinburgh district (EH), the inward section specifies a specific
building or buildings. We can therefore treat postcodes as specifying the home location to a set of buildings or
using only the outward code specify an area within the City of Edinburgh or surrounding area.
Decision Tree Analysis of the Survey Data
3.7 Decision Tree analysis was applied to the survey data to establish the influence of any of the items on travel
mode choice. Decision trees were constructed using the J48 algorithm as implemented within the WEKA (Hall
et al. 2009) package. Thedatawasdivided into the threeworkplaces. A treewas constructed for eachworkplace
by using 10-fold cross validation in order to minimise over fitting.
3.8 When applied to the Craiglockart data, WEKA used the Postcode field as the splitting criterion, which created
an 80 leaf tree, resulting in 78 rules that associated a specific postcode with a travel mode and a more general
rule, that all journeys more than 5miles should be classified as a car journey. This tree correctly classified only
44% of instances.
3.9 The algorithm was reapplied using only the outward section of the home postcode in order to force the algo-
rithm to find more general rules. This, however, resulted in the algorithm classifying all journeys as car travel,
which allowed 53% of instances to be correctly classified.
3.10 In the case of the Sighthill employees data, J48 creates a decision tree that classifies all commuters as car
drivers, this leads to 35% classification accuracy. For this dataset, using only the outward section of the post-
codemakes no dierence.
3.11 When applied to theMerchiston employees dataset, amore complex treewas createdwhen presentedwith the
dataset containing the full postcode, as shown in Figure 1. For a commute distance between 6 and 22 miles, a
commuterwill drive, or if over 22miles use the train. A distance of less than 6miles is classified as a bus journey.
However, this tree only classified 30% of commuters correctly.
3.12 When presented with only the outward section of the home postcode the tree shown in Figure 2 is generated.
This tree increased the classification rate to 34.6%. Note that a perceived journey length of 6 miles is still sig-
nificant for car use, but those walking to work (< 2.5 miles) can now be identified.
3.13 If the tree shown in Figure 2 is applied to all three datasets thenwenote that 35%of Craiglochart journeyswere
correctly identified, rising to 40% for Sighthill based sta. Applying the tree to the entire dataset results in 40%
of journeys being correctly identified.
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Figure 1: The tree constructed using the travel survey results for employees based at the Merchiston site.
Figure 2: The tree constructed using the travel survey results for employees based at the Merchiston site when
only the outward section of the postcode is used.
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Figure 3: Combined tree that considers all employees together regardless of their site.
3.14 If we consider all employees regardless of site the tree shown in Figure 3 is created. The useful conclusion is
that the tree splits on perceived distance. This tree classifies commuters across four travel modes: train, car,
bus and walk. Overall a prediction accuracy of 40% is achieved by this tree.
3.15 The tree analysis suggests a number of issueswhich need to be taken into accountwhen constructing an agent-
based system. Firstly there are cut o distances of 2.5, 6 and 22 miles between modes. But it should be re-
membered that values entered are based on the users’ perceived distance – it may be the case that users tend
to associate distance with time. We also gain a possible hierarchy of modes based on perceived distance/time
being walking, bus, car and finally train. From a practical perspective this makes sense, employees living close
to a campus are likely to walk, while the comprehensive bus network in Edinburgh is likely to be attractive to
many commuters who live out with walking distance. Edinburgh has little suburban rail network, hence rail is
only an option for longer distance commuting from outside the Edinburgh area.
Model Design and Implementation
The Commuting Process
4.1 Our model of commuting takes an organisational view, based on modelling the activities of commuters be-
longing to a particular organisation. Previous research (see above) has examined commuting from a broader
geographical perspective, but such approaches struggle to model, realistically, the choices of individuals. By
concentrating on the employees of a specific organisation we can more accurately model the choices of indi-
viduals.
4.2 In this paper we will view commuting as the journeysmade bymembers of a workforce to and from their place
ofwork. Wewill concentrate on forecastingmodal choice, i.e. whether an individual uses car, bus, train orwalks
to work. We do not, at this stage take into account the departure times for the commuting journey. In terms of
planning, it is useful for organisations to know themode of travel most likely to be adopted by their employees
when commuting.
Model Structure
4.3 Themodel designpresented is basedon the fundamental principles of oneagent representingonehumancom-
muter. At present the model concentrates on the choice of transport mode. Figure 4 shows the basic structure
of the model.
4.4 To support the agents in making their decisions, there are two aspects to each travel mode;
1. Information of the availability of travel and the likely travel times;
2. Feedback on the outcomes to an agent of its modal choice.
Aspect one is dealt with the the Modal Travel Oracle agent (MTO; Figure 4). The role of the Oracle is to answer
travel-related queries from an agent. The MTO encompasses data sources containing timetable and other real-
world information concerning travel times and costs associatedwith that travelmode. The datawithin theMTO
is based on ideal travelling conditions and does not take into account congestion or other forms of delay.
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Figure 4: Model Architecture
TheModal Travel Simulator (MTS) dealswith the secondaspect byproviding feedback to an agent on the results
of their chosen travelmode. Within each simulated day agents notify theirmodal choice to theMTS.When all of
the agents have made their choice the MTS can assess the impact of the numbers using the mode of transport
that it represents and provide feedback to each agent. The feedback takes the form of notifying the agent of
any additional journey times or costs to their journey that occured on that day as a result of congestion or other
similar factors.
The agents access theMTOandMTS via a TravelManager (TM). The TMmaintains a list of available travelmodes
which it can supply to the Commuter agent. By using the TM the Commuter Agent can send one travel query to
the TM and have the TM forward it to each MTO.
Agent Communication
4.5 Upon commencing the simulation the agents initially contact the TM in order to establish which travel modes
are available within the simulation (see Figure 5). The TM contacts each MTO for journey details. Each MTO
responds with journey details, if that mode is valid – some modes e.g. bus or rail are not open to all agents as
no appropriate service exists. Having had a response from eachMTO the TM responds with a list of all available
travel options for that agent. This initial list of travel options is used for form the agents’ initial set of beliefs.
4.6 Each simulated day the agents receive feedback based on the previous days travel (see Figure 6) – except in the
case of the first day. Agents thenmake their travel decision and notify the TM agent. Once all agents havemade
their decisions and notified the TM, the TM can update the appropriate MTS agents. The MTS agents can now
provide feedback based on knowing about all journeys being made via their mode.
Decisionmaking
4.7 Within the model of commuting being discussed here, each agent has to choose the travel mode to be used
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Figure 5: Agent Initialisation
Figure 6: Agents’ daily routine.
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when commuting. In the examples examinedwithin this paper there are fivemodes available. Each agentmust
model the human-like decision process involved in choosing a travel mode. The commuter agents will use the
Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) model (George et al. 1999). BDI is designed to replicate the processes used by
humans whenmaking a decision, based on the following concepts:
• Belief - What the agent knows about the world
• Desire - Things that the agent would like to achieve
• Intention - Things that the agent could do (options)
In the case of commuting the agent should choose between travel modes, picking the one that a humanwould
pick given the same journey requirements. Each agent will make one decision for each simulated day, at the
end of each simulated day the agents’ knowledge will be updated based on feedback received about how their
journey went, which may lead to a modified decision. We recognise that the decision to walk may be made on
dierent criteria, as it may be considered a lifestyle decision. Therefore within our BDI mechanism we allow
each agent a specific belief regarding their pre-disposition for walking to work.
BDI for commuters
4.8 We implement BDI tailored to the commuting scenario. At present, we base our decisions on travelmodes. Our
BDI model is then defined as follows:
• Beliefs - The travel time for each possible travel mode
• Desires - The need to travel to/fromwork in a minimal time
• Intentions - Available travel options
The range of possible intentions will be governed by factors such as availability of public transport or the prac-
ticalities of active travel modes (cycling and walking).
Our BDI framework is described in pseudo code in Algorithms 1 and 2. Algorithm 1 describes the initialisation of
each agent, essentially each agent queries the TM to find out the basic journey options available for eachmode.
This provides the agent with a basic set of beliefs about the journey times for eachmode of travel. An agent has
a belief that it has a certain probability of adopting walking as its preferred mode of travel. The likelihood of
walking is set by the function toWalk(), which can set the probability based on Ge and Polhills’ (2016) formula
or based on an arbitrary distance/time to work (as suggested in Figure 3).
Although the BDI mechanism is executed each day (see Algorithm 2) a patience variable is incorporated within
the mechanism to limit the number of times the BDI mechanism can force a change in mode. The patience
value provides a tipping point for agents changing mode (see Algorithm 2): the larger the patience value the
more days an agent will tolerate travel issues before changing mode.
Algorithm 1: The initialisation phase of the agents’ BDI mechanism
1 message(travelManager, getMyTravelOptions);
2 options = getReply() ;




7 currentMode = findQuickestJourney();
8 patience = rand(5-10) // Days agent will put up with sub standard journey;
9 predisToWalk = toWalk();
The daily BDI decisionmakingmechanism is outlined in Algorithm 2. At the start of the process the agent seeks
feedback on the previous days activities from the TM, the architecture allows for a list of feedbackmessages to
be sent. Feedback specifies increases or decreases in time, cost or emissions associated with a journey as de-
terminedby the appropriateMTSagent. Currently only travel times are used, details on emissions and costswill
be added during future development. The changes in time are added/subtracted from the journey time held by
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the commuter agent within its beliefs for that mode of transport. This allows the calculation of ′journeyT ime
representing the actual time taken the previous day. If the journey time has increased then the patience value
is decremented, if it has improved then the patience value is incremented. Once the patience value is updated,
the journey time held by the agent within its beliefs is updated to take account of the feedback. If the agent has
a journey timewith its beliefs that is less than ′journeyT ime then the agent decreases the patience value. The
agents’ beliefs are updated to take account ′journeyT ime.
If the patience value has reached 0 then a change in mode is initiated for that day, with the mode switching to
whichever the agent believes has the quickest journey time.
The patience value stops the agent from changing mode too frequently. A journey that the agent believes to
be longer than by other modes will be tolerated for a few days (depending on the initial patience value) and
depending on the actions of other agents may improve and thus not require a change in mode.
Algorithm2: The BDI implementation utilised by the authors. This represents themechanismused by each
agent within every simulated day.
1 feedbackList = previousDay();
2 journeyTime = beliefs.getTime(currentMode);
3 for feedBack: feedbackList do
4 ’journeyTime = journeyTime + feedBack.timePenalty
5 end
6 if ’journeyTime > journeyTime then
7 patience -- //Things have gotten worse;
8 end
9 if ’journeyTime < journeyTime then
10 Patience ++ //Things have improved ;
11 end
12 //Are there any better options?;
13 BestT = getBestTime (beliefs);




18 if patience == 0 then
19 if rnd()<predisToWalk then
20 //Is walking appropriate?;
21 currentMode = Walk;
22 end
23 else
24 currentMode = getQuickestMode(beliefs);
25 patience = maxPatience;
26 end
27 end
Implementation and Data Sources
4.9 The prototype framework (as described in Figure 4) has been implemented using the Java programming lan-
guage. The data used within the simulation may be split into two categories, employee data and geospatial
data. The employee data is based on that outlined earlier. We treat each site that University employees are
located at as a separate problem, the size of the problemsmay be seen in Table 1.
4.10 The authors also have available to them the results of a travel survey that recorded the travel habits of ENU
sta. Within the survey 529 members of sta responded and indicated their current means of commuting. The
modal split for commuters at ENU, based on survey results is shown in Figure 7.
4.11 As well as data concerning the agents, the model also requires geospatial data, this will be used by the MTO
andMTS agents to allow them to provide realistic feedback to the agents. The principle source of road-network
data is Open StreetMap ? combinedwith theGraphHopper library ?. Table 2 shows the principle sources of data









Car Open StreetMap / GraphHopper
Cycling Open StreetMap / GraphHopper
Walking Open StreetMap / GraphHopper
Table 2: Data sources
used. TravelLine Scotland data is accessed via their bulk journey planner which allows transport options to be
downloadeden-masse for a collectionof journeys. TheGraphHopper templates for Car, Cycle andWalkingwere
used to produce journey times for these modes.
Methodology
4.12 Three problem instances were created based upon the ENU site data, each of which would be simulated for 30
days, with the BDImechanism taking into account journey times. The aim is to have the agents achieve amodal
split that is comparable to that shown in Figure 7. Our aim is tobeable to simulate trends inmodal choice across
the entire workforce.
4.13 A major constraint on commuting by car is the limited availability of parking spaces at the sites. Figures were
obtained for each site and were added into the car travel MTS agent. The MTS agent notes the car journeys
to a site and their arrival time, spaces are allocated on a first-come-first-served basis and once the car park is
full the remaining agents arriving by car receive feedback comprising of a 15 minute time penalty, designed to
represent the time taken to find a parking space in an adjacent street and then walk back to the workplace. A
similar mechanism is in place for cyclists as a limited number of cycle storage spaces are available at each site.
A smaller 5minute penalty represents the time cost of finding another location to store the bicycle. Cycling has
a 10 minute fixed time cost added to all journeys to work to represent the time to change clothing upon arrival
at work.
Results
Initial results - Travel bymode
5.1 Table 3 shows the results achieved by executing the simulation on the three ENUproblems. The objective being
to reduce the error (in brackets) as far as possible. The first attempt shows a poor result, especially within car
use. The car use timeswere based on the journey times generated by GraphHopper, but such journey times are
based on a free-flow road network. An empirical comparison between sample journey times produced from
GraphHopper and a commercial journey planning tool which takes into account congestion suggested that, in
general, journey times were a factor of three times greater when congestion was included. The Car MTO agent
was modified to increase journey times by a factor of three, representing a congenstion factor. The eect of
introducing the congestion factor be viewed in Table 3.
Making the choice to walk
5.2 As discussed earlier we treat the choice to walk as being a special case, with each agent being predisposed to-
wards walking to a certain degree. We use two methods of determining the level pre-disposition to walking.
The first is the method used by Ge & Polhill (2016), the second is simply having every commuter within a speci-
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Figure 7: The modal split suggested in the ENU travel survey
Observed Simulation Weighted Car Time
Sighthill
Car 62.61% 93% (31%) 51% (12%)
Bus/Tram/PR 23.11% 5% (19%) 31% (8%)
Walk 0.84% 0% (1%) 0% (1%)
Bike 5.04% 0% (5%) 3% (2%)
Train 5.46% 2% (3%) 16% (10%)
Non classified 2.94%
Craiglockhart
Car 60.61% 100% (39%) 57% (4%)
Bus/Tram/PR 15.15% 1% (15%) 29% (14%)
Walk 11.11% 0% (11%) 0% (11%)
Bike 8.08% 0% (8%) 6% (2%)
Train 2.02% 0% (2%) 9% (7%)
Non classified 3.03%
Merchiston
Car 33.33% 64% (30%) 22% (12%)
Bus/Tram/PR 18.75% 2% (17%) 54% (35%)
Walk 16.67% 1% (15%) 2% (15%)
Bike 14.58% 4% (11%) 13% (1%)
Train 11.46% 30% (19%) 11% (1%)
Non classified 5.21%
Table 3: The initial results achieved with the BDI agents. The Observed column refers to the data extracted
from the travel survey (Figure 7). The Simulation column is the initial results of the simulation and Weighted
Car Time gives the results with the addition of the congestion factor to the car journey times. The figures in
brackets represent the deviation from the observed values.
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GP 1.3 GP 1.4 GP 1.5 Radius 5 Radius 10
Sighthill
Car 38% (24%) 42% (21%) 45% (18%) 50% (13%) 50% (13%)
Bus/Tram/PR 18% (5%) 22% (1%) 25% (2%) 31% (7%) 30% (7%)
Walk 25% (24%) 18% (17%) 12% (11%) 0% (1%) 0% (1%)
Bike 4% (1%) 4% (1%) 4% (1%) 5% (0%) 5% (0%)
Train 15% (10%) 15% (10%) 15% (10%) 16% (10%) 16% (10%)
Craiglockhart
Car 34% (26%) 40% (20%) 45% (16%) 55% (6%) 55% (6%)
Bus/Tram/PR 7% (9%) 11% (4%) 14% (1%) 28% (12%) 26% (11%)
Walk 44% (33%) 32% (21%) 24% (13%) 0% (11%) 2% (9%)
Bike 8% (1%) 9% (1%) 9% (1%) 9% (1%) 9% (1%)
Train 9% (7%) 9% (7%) 9% (7%) 9% (7%) 9% (7%)
Merchiston
Car 16% (18%) 19% (14%) 19% (14%) 22% (11%) 22% (12%)
Bus/Tram/PR 15% (4%) 21% (2%) 24% (5%) 52% (33%) 50% (31%)
Walk 51% (35%) 39% (22%) 36% (19%) 2% (14%) 4% (13%)
Bike 9% (6%) 11% (3%) 11% (3%) 14% (0%) 14% (0%)
Train 11% (1%) 11% (1%) 11% (1%) 11% (1%) 11% (1%)
Table 4: A comparison of methods for determining whether an agent walks. The figures in brackets represent
the deviation from the observed values.
where twalk is the time to walk to work. Table 4 shows the results for Ge and Polhill’s method with constant
values of 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5, as well as the radius method set to 5 and 10 minute walks. The results in Table 4 sug-
gest that using Ge and Polhill’s formula with a constant of 1.5 provides the lowest overall error and the lowest
average deviation from the observed results (table 3) acrossmodes on all three problems (8.15%). We note that
Ge and Polhill’smethodwith radius 1.5 is less accurate at purely predictingwalking than the radiusmethod, but
the radius method improves accuracy on this at the expense of much less accuracy on the other modes, this is
an a
Case Study
5.3 As stated previously, the purpose of this simulation is to denote trends in commuting and assist organisations
in setting policies. Within ENU there is a proposal to relocate one academic school from the Merchiston site to
the Sighthill site.
5.4 The original data supplied by theUniversity recorded each individual’s department/school within their place of
work,making it possible to identify those individualswhowill beaectedby theproposal. A setofmodifieddata
files were thus created with the appropriate members of sta relocated to the Sighthill site. The eects of the
move, as predicted by the simulation, may be seen in Tables 6, 7 and 8. Our interest lies in the trends shown in
Table 8, which suggest a rise in car use, a rise in bus use and a significant reduction in walking. The department
at Merchiston has been established for many years and anecdotally, many sta live locally and walk to work.
The travel modes used by those who would be aected by the move are given in table 5, note that due to the
very low response rate, this must be regarded as anecdotal, but it does suggest significant bus/bike/walk use.
We can analyse the distances travelled by thosewhowould bemoving (the distance being the distance through
the street graph taking the shortest possible route). Of those moving 33% live 5km or less from campus and
are likely candidates to walk/cycle a further 23% live between 5 and 10km from campus and are likely to use
non-car based travel. If the move takes place, many of those who walk to work, will not be able to continue
walking hence the increase in car and bus use.
Conclusions
6.1 In the introduction, the research question "to what extent can multi-agent technologies combined with access
to multiple data sources provide the basis for a framework to model and predict the actions of commuters?" was






Motorcycle or scooter 1
rail 1
Table 5: The travel modes used by those sta members who would be aected by the move. Note that only a




car 100 18.98% 264 41.71%
bus 111 21.06% 137 21.64%
walk 206 39.09% 114 18.01%
bike 59 11.20% 28 4.42%
rail 56 10.63% 95 15.01%
Total 532 100.00% 638 100.00%
Aer
car 99 22.65% 309 42.74%
bus 101 23.11% 175 24.20%
walk 149 34.10% 101 13.97%
bike 51 11.67% 37 5.12%
rail 42 9.61% 106 14.66%
Total 442 100.00% 728 100.00%
Table 6: The before and aer results for the simulated stamove.
Merchiston Sighthill
Mode Sta Mode Sta
car -1 car 45
bus -10 bus 38
walk -57 walk -13
bike -8 bike 9
rail -14 rail 11







Table 8: The predicted net changes in mode over both sites aer the move.
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asked. This paper has proposed a BDI based agent framework formodelling and predicting the actions of com-
muters. The results presented demonstrate that the framework can simulate commuters to a reasonable level
of accuracy. This initial work has concentrated on modelling the modal choice of commuters. Conversations
with planners and corporate sustainability experts has suggested that predicting travel mode is potentially the
most useful outcome from the simulation.
6.2 The frameworkallowsworkforcedataand transportationdata tobeutilisedandaBDIbasedmechanismused to
model the decisions of individual commuters. The University case study demonstrates that the basic version of
the framework discussed in this paper is capable of predicting travelmodes to a reasonable degree of accuracy.
The current extent of the simulation is to predict travel mode, but predictions of factors such as time, costs,
pollution and congestion will be possible as the system is extended to include further data sources allowing
more detailed information and feedback to be incorporated.
6.3 We believe that this work represents a significant improvement on the earlier work by Ge and Polhill in that
it includes public transport within the model and has the facility to have additional modes of transport (data
sources and feedback criterion added).
6.4 Future work to be carried out includes extending the belief system to take into account other factors, an impor-
tant consideration is whether all agents should place the same weight on diering factors - e.g. some will indi-
viduals will place a higher emphasis on environmental impact. This raises the question as towhether all agents
should have the same belief mechanisms or whether a variety should be used across the simulated workforce.
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